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Minecraft beta 1.0 bed recipe

For those of you who don't know what the Minecraft craft is, the way tools, weapons and other objects are made from raw sources such as wooden planks, iron, coal and stone. Older versions of Minecraft do not include the ability to make objects, so be sure to play one of the following versions of the game: Indev, Infdev, or Alpha. To produce an item,
resources must be inauthed into a craft grid from the inventory in a specific sample to create a specific item. Some samples are small and can be made on a 2×2 grid found on the inventory screen, and larger ones require a 3×3 grid. To access this larger network, first build a craft table, which you can then use with the right click on it when it was on the floor.
It is important to note that it does not matter where the resources are installed on the grid as long as the correct pattern for the item is applied. This means that every 2×2 recipe can also be implemented using a craft table 3×3 nets. You can also rotate the manufacturing pattern horizontally. For example, you can make fishing poles with a set on the left side
of the 3×3.3×2 Crafting Grid – Inventory Screen3×3 Crafting Grid – Use a Crafting Table The simplest way to understand the Minecraft craft process and remember the craft recipes (and don't have to visit this list so often) is to visualize which element you're trying to craft. Take, for example, pickaxe: Pickaxe is created by placing two sticks down in the middle
of a 3×3 net (see above). Imagine this as two small rods assembled to form a long pickaxe handle. Three identical sources (wooden planks, stone, iron, gold or diamond) are then placed over the top three boxes in the grid. Imagine that this is a pickaxe blade that is attached to the top of the handle. You're done! Many of the objects you craft in Minecraft can
be visualized in this way, so try not to think too much of things. Armor, some tools and swords can all be made with several different sources. These elements will last longer and work faster/better if they are made from a harder source. The small injury bar below each item shows how long it will take before it breaks and disappears. The general equation for
calculating the number of uses of a tool or sword is good for 2(n+5) + 1. n in equations is the power of the material. The application is considered if you completely break down the block or hit the enemy. If you stop while you're still working on the block and don't end it with a break, the use is not counted in your tool. If you use a tool (or sword) for a task that is
not what it is intended for, such as using a shovel to break down a rock, it counts as two uses. The amount of damage that is protected by a part of the armor depends on the percentage of remaining use it has and its number of base armored points. the number of basic armored points provided by each piece of armor can be found in the Armoured Recipes
section. The protective capability of the armour will decrease as the number of times used will increase. For example, after 30 applications (minimal damage), the leather helmet will have the remaining 38.8% of use (10 out of 49) and therefore 39% of the maximum protection against helmet damage. The diamond helmet would have 92.2% of its use after 30
use (355 out of 385) and would still have 92.2% maximum helmet damage protection. Each block that you break using the appropriate tool is 1 use. (Use wood axes, dirt shovels and pickaxe for stone blocks). Each block you break using the wrong tool is 2 use. Every time you hit the mob with a sword, there's one use. Every time you hit a mob with a tool
counts as 2 used. Every time a piece of cling is used to protect against any amount of damage there is 1 use. If you wear multiple pieces of armor, 1 application is counted on each piece you wear. Wearing more pieces will absorb more damage. Each piece of armor provides a different amount of protection or armored points. The stronger the type of armor
(leather, gold, iron, etc.), the better the ability to absorb damage is when communion is as the number of applications increases. When the damaged row under the tool icon is completely empty, it will break after the next use. This is how many blocks a tool can break or hit a sword can be handled when used properly. Wood – 33 uses (n = 0) Gold – 33 uses
(n = 0) Stone – 65 uses (n = 1) Iron – 129 uses (n = 2) Diamond – 1025 use (n = 5)These values are how much half-heart damage the type of armor can withstand before breaking. LeatherChainmailGoldIronDiamond Helmet346767133265 Chest plate499797193385 Leggings4691918181361 Boots407979157313 There are 146 famous craft recipes in
Minecraft currently. Each type of tool, sword and armor are considered as separate recipes, as well as two recipes for mushroom soup. The chain sing-off is also included in the count. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Wooden PlanksWood (ordinary, free or pine) Can be used as a building material, but is usually used for a wide range of craft recipes.
Sticks2 Wooden planks Are used as tool handles and weapons as well as for ladders, signs, torches and fencing. TorchesStick and Coal or Charcoal torches create light. They also have the ability to melt ice and snow. Crafting Table4 Wooden planks When placed on the floor, it provides the use of 3×3 craft nets. FurnaceCobblestone Provides the ability to
smell. Chest 8 Wooden planks Similar to your inventory. It has 27 piles of elements or blocks. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Ore BlocksGold Ingots, Iron Ingots, Diamonds and Lapis Lazuli Dye Turn ingots or diamonds into a placeable block. It can be used for saving or displaying. Glowstone Block4 Glowstone Dust Glowstone Gives more light than a
torch and will melt near snow and ice. The break of the block will be 2-4 Glowstone Dust back. TNT Block5 Sulphur and 4 Sand Causes explosion and decomposition blocks nearby. WoolString Used as a building material and can be painted with paint. This recipe is not effective because wool can be easily obtained from sheep. Clay BlockClay Used as a
building block. Brick BlockClay Bricks Used as a realistic building material. Stone Brick4 Stone Used as building material. Snow BlockSnowballs Is used as a building material or snowball storage. Bookshelves6 Wooden boards and 3 books Used as decoration or for giving knowledge of the glasses table. Sandbox4 Is used as a building block. He's not under
the influence of gravity like a normal Sand. Plates3 Cobblestone or 3 Nether Bricks or 3 Wooden Planks or 3 Bricks or 3 Stone Bricks Each step is half the size of a common block. It is used to quickly create long steps. Two panels can stand on each other to make a full-size block. Stairs6 Wooden planks or Cobblestone or Brick or Stone Bricks or Nether
Bricks Stairs take up less space than stairs. Jack-O-LanternPumpkin and Torch act like a torch, but emits more light. Melting snow and ice. They can stay underwater. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output PickaxesSticks and Wooden Boards or Cobblestone or Iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamond Gems. This makes the mining blocks of stone faster.
Shovels Sticks and Wooden Planks or Cobblestone or Iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamond Gems. He digs dirt, snow, gravel, sand and grass faster. HoesSticks and wooden planks or cobblestone or iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamond Gems. It is used on grass and dirt to obtain seed or prepare for agricultural crops. AxesSticks and wooden planks or
cobblestone or iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamond Gems Makes chopping wooden blocks faster. Bucket3 Iron Ingots Can hold lava, water or milk. Flint and Steel1 Iron Ingot and 1 Flint used to burn things. Fishing Rod3 Rods and 2 Drawstring Used to catch fish. It can also be used to drag mobs and other entities. Compass4 Iron Ingots and 1 Redstone
Dust Always points to its point of evasiveness. Map8 Paper and 1 Compass Used to record and find locations you've explored. It records the areas you explore when you have a map in your hands. Clock4 Gold Ingots and 1 Redstone Dust Tells the current positions of the sun and moon. Scissors2 Iron ingots Used to collect leaves, tall grasses, vines as well
as sheep wool. He breaks the wool faster than he's done with his hand. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output SwordsStick and 2 from either Wooden Planks or Cobblestone or Gold or Gold or Diamonds Kills Mobs Faster Than Using Your Hands. Bow3 Sticks and 3 String Allows for distance attacks with arrows. Arrowflint and Pen and Stick Shot at Mobs
use of the arc. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; outlet helmets5 of leather or gold or iron or diamond or fire* Helmets provide base armored points. (0.30 efficiency) Chest 8 of leather or gold or iron or diamond or fire* Chest plates provide 4 basic armoured points. (0.50 efficiency) Leggings7 made of leather or gold or iron or diamond or fire* Leggings provide 3
basic armored points. (0.43 efficiency) Boots4 of leather or gold or iron or diamond or fire* Boots provide 1.5 base armored points. (0.38 efficiency) *Chain armor can also be manufactured using fire blocks. However, this can only be done with minecraft hacking, so the recipe is not displayed. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output RailsStick and 6 Iron Ingots
Used to provide routes for minecarts. Powered RailsStick and 6 Gold Ingots and Redstone Dust is used to speed up or slow down minecards. The Detector RailsStone Pressure Plate and 6 Iron Ingots and Redstone Dust Acts as a pressure plate (it sends a red stone signal when charging), but can only be activated by minecart. MinecartIron Ingots Used to
transport players or mob along the rails. Powered MinecartFurnace and Minecart push other mines along the tracks. It's fueled. Storage MinecartChest and Minecart Used to transport resources on rails. Boat5 Wooden planks allow you to travel in the water faster than swimming. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Redstone TorchRedstone Dust and Stick Sends
a permanent electrical signal. It can be used as a receiver/transmitter when connected to the side of the block. It also emits a small amount of light. LeverCobblestone and Stick Sends an electrical signal when he's in position. Stays in its current state unless clicked. Pressure plates2 Stone or 2 Wooden planks Send an electric signal when the player or mob
walks around it. Wooden pressure plates are activated even when something is dropped on them. Trapdoors6 Wooden Planks Trapdoors are activated by clicking and functioning like normal doors, but they are 1×1 one block and lie flat on the ground. It can also be activated with a red stone. Door6 Wooden planks or 6 Iron Ingots Wooden doors can be
activated by right-clicking on them or by sending an electrical signal. The iron gate can only be activated by an electrical signal. Stone ButtonStone Send an electrical signal when you press. Charging takes about one second. Jukebox8 Wooden Boards and 1 Diamond Plays music discs. Note Blok8 Wooden Planks and 1 Redstone Dust Game note when
used. Right-click to change the note resi back. Another instrument is played depending on the type of block on which we place it. Dispenser7 Cobblestone and Bow and Redstone Dust Dispensers can store 9 piles of objects or blocks in a grid of 3×3. When it is powered by a red signal, it is exhi d'oeuaily exhi d'oeua. Snowballs, eggs and arrows are fired like
projectiles. Redstone Repeater3 Stone and Redstone Dust and 2 Redstone Torches Used in Redstone Circles as Diodes, or a ing. Bat3 Wooden Boards, 4 Cobblestone, Iron Iron Redstone Dust Pushing blocks and objects 1 space. Sticky PistonPiston and Slimeball Pushing and pulling blocks and objects 1 space. He pulls the block he touches as he pulls.
NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Bread3 Wheat Heals 2.5 food points. Mushroom stewRed Mushroom and Brown Sponge and Bowl Heals 4 Food Points. Brown and red mushrooms can be replaced with crafts. Bowls3 Wooden boards Hold sponge footwear. The containers can be reused. Mooshroom, too. Golden Apple8 Gold Blocks and Apple
restore 5 food points and automatically start hearts. SugarSugar Cane Used to Cook Cakes. Cake3 Milk, 2 Sugar, 3 Wheat and Eggs Heals 1.5 food points on each use and can be used 6 times for a total of 9 food points restored. Buckets aren't lost in the recipe. Melon Block9 Melon Slices Compact Melon Slice Save. Each slice returns 1 point of food.
Breaking the block returns only 3-7 slices of melons. Melon Seeds1 Melon Slice Plantable on Farmland. Each harvest will produce one melon block. Cookie2 Wheat and cocoa couch restores half-point food. Pumpkin saddlePumpkin Is used in peasanting to extract more pumpkins. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Paper3 Reeds Used to craft books.
Fences6 Rods It is used as a barrier that players and mobs cannot skip, with the exception of spiders and spider jokes. It is 11/2 blocks high for mobs and players, but only 1 on other blocks. Iron bars6 Iron ingots similar to fences, but are counted only as 1 block high instead of 1.5 blocks. Ladder7 The rods climbed straight up. Book3 Paper used to make
bookshelves or glasses tables. Sign6 Wooden boards and stick Displays four lines of text that can be edited by the player. MineraliIron, Diamond, Gold or Lapis Lazuli Blocks Separates the block into individual jewels/ingots. PaintingSticks and cloth used for decorative purposes. Bed3 Wool and 3 Wooden Planks Used for fast time ahead from night to day if
all players in the world are in bed at the same time. It can only be used at night and any color of wool can be used. Change the point of evasive player. Fence Gate4 Sticks and 2 Wooden Plans Serve as doors/doors for a series of fencing. They are not affected by the red stone and can only be opened by right-clicking. Nether Brick Fence6 Nether Bricks
Used as a barrier that players and mobs cannot skip, with the exception of spiders and spider jokes. It is 11/2 blocks high for mobs and players, but only 1 on other blocks. Pane6 Glass Glass Looks exactly like glass, but can only be placed on the outside edge of the block, just like the layout behavior of the fence. Panes don't let go of anything when it
breaks. Gold Ingot9 Gold Nuggets Used in Tools, Armor, Clock and Powered Rail. Eye of EnderEnder Pearl in Blaze Powder Used to locate Strongholds, and repair a End Portal Frame. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Rose Red DyeRose Used dye wool red. Orange Rose red and dandelion yellow yellow He used to paint a wool orange. Dandelion
yellow dye dandelion is used to dye wool yellow. Lime DyeCactus Celery and bonemeal Used for green wool colors. Light blue colorLapis Lazuli and Bonemeal Used for coloring wool light blue. Cyan DyeLapis Lazuli and Cactus Green Used for cian wool colors. Pink DyeRose Red and bonemeal Used for coloring wool pink. Magenta DyePurple Dye and Pink
Dye Used for coloring magenta wool. Purple DyeRose Red and Lapis Lazuli Used for coloring wool purple. Light grey DyeInk Bag and 2 bone meal, used to keep wool light gray. It can be made with an ink bag and two bonemeal or gray bonemeal and bonemeal. Combining grey bonemeal is better because you make 4 light grey from each ink bag (instead of
3). Gray DyeInk Sack and Bone Meal, used to fight grey wool. Bone meal (white dye)Bone used to dye wool in white (original color) and as an ingredient in many colouring recipes. It can also be used as a fertilizer for growing crops in an instant. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Red WoolWool and Rose Red Used decoration as decoration. Green
woolWool and cactus celery Used as decoration. Brown woolWool and cocoa bean Used as decoration. It is currently un available. Orange WoolWool and Orange Dye Used as Decoration. Yellow WoolWool and Dandelion Yellow Used as Decoration. Light blue woolWool and light blue color Used as decoration. Cyan WoolWool and Cyan Dye Used as
decoration. Blue WoolWool and Lapis Lazuli Used as decoration. Pink WoolWool and Pink Dye Used as decoration. Magenta WoolWool and Magenta Dye Used as decoration. Purple woolWool and purple is used as decoration. Light grey woolWool and light gray dye Used as decoration. Gray woolWool and gray dye Used as decoration. Black WoolWool
and Ink Bag Used as decoration. NameIngredientsInput &gt;&gt; Output Glass Bottle3 Glass used in brewer. Brewing StandBlaze Rod and 3 Cobblestone Used to Brew. Blaze PowderBlaze Rod Can be made together with Ender Pearl, to create an Eye Ender. It can also be used to make Magma Cream. Magma CreamSlime Ball and Blaze Powder Has fire
resistant properties. It's used in inflates. Fermented Spider EyeSpider Eye and Brown Sponge and Sugar All Potions with Fermented Spider's Eye have negative effects. It's used in inflates. Glistering MelonMelon Slice and Golden Nugget Used in Brewer to Create Health Restauration Potions. Gold NuggetGold Ingot Used to make Glistering Melon with
melon slices. Enchantment TableBook and Diamond and Obsidian Used to Enchant Tools. Tools.
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